
 

 

  

 

WE DO PROTECTIVE 
SCREENS 

 

 
PROTECTIVE SCREEN SOLUTIONS 

  
Discussions and preparations are now being held to get UK businesses and office workers back 

into the office when the Coronavirus lockdown measures are eased. 

The modern office is going to have to adapt to ensure employees can maintain social distancing 
guidelines and limit the risk of airborne germs between colleagues. 

 
 

https://cubemarketing.net/getlink/h3z6NFHF/5hYxrHKkZJ/m2ETwpXJ7Z/


 

Desk mounted high screens & Desk division floor 
standing screens   

Protection on the surface and behind the desk to minimalise contact 

 
 



 

Printed screen toppers & MFC desk division floor 
standing screens   

Choose from three biophilic designs to add some colour to the workplace 

 
 



 

Free-standing 3-sided high screens - Fabric   
Easy to install, sits on the desktop with no brackets required 

 
 



 

Desk mounted high screens & Free-standing high 
screens   

Ensures users are separated but can maintain visual contact 

 
 



 

Screen toppers   
Supplied with universal brackets to fit all existing screens 

 
 



 

Free-standing high screens with cutouts   
Clear screens with letterbox-style cutouts to safely pass documents 

 
 

Connect with us 

  

Premier Office Supplies  
Unit 1 Marcus Close Reading Berkshire RG30 4EA 

www.premier-office-supplies.co.uk | 0118 942 6660 | sales@premier-office-supplies.co.uk 
 

Email not displaying properly? View it online  
You can update your Email Marketing Preferences here  

If you no longer wish to receive emails from us you can unsubscribe here  

Prices exclude VAT. E.&O.E.  
 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail and attachments are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it 
is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this Email in error and that any use, 

dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If this transmission is received in error 
please notify the sender immediately and delete this message from your E-mail system. Messages sent to and from us 
may be monitored. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be 

intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept 
responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result 
of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 
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